
What happened to Europe after the 

fall of Rome?

A look at change over time

476 AD � 1200 AD



Themes…change over time.
• Political: Rome was founded as a republic and grew into a 

major empire. �
– Did the Middle Ages see a continuation of Rome’s political ideals 

and models, or did a new system evolve? (Forward mvmt or 
backward?)

• Economic:  Rome was part of a global economy with 
incredible wealth.�
– Did the Middle Ages maintain the same networks established by 

the Roman empire?  Did new trade evolve? New materials?

• Religious : Christianity was at first not tolerated, then 
became the empire’s official religion. �
– What role did religion have in the lives of Europeans during the

Middle Ages?  How did religion mix with politics?  Was their 
religious toleration?



• Social: Rome was divided between Patricians and Plebeians, citizens 
and non-citizens, and included slaves.

– How was society organized during the Middle Ages?  Did class systems 
exist?  What were the rights of women?

• Technology :  Rome set itself apart from other cultures with advances 
made with technology; think of the aqueducts, coliseum, and road
systems.�

– What did the Europeans during the Middle Ages advance in terms of 
technologies?  Did they continue to employ Roman systems and 
techniques?

• Arts & Academia :  Rome continued the legacy of the Greeks and 
furthered skills in sculpture and theater, as well as contributing to 
philosophy and education.�

– Did the Middle Ages see a continuance of Greco-Roman culture? Do the 
themes seen in art remain the same or change?  Was education as 
important in the Middle Ages as it was during the time of Rome?



The Impact of the Germanic Invasions



Major changes in the ec-gov’t-culture

• Trade Disrupted: Unsafe to travel; cities no longer 
centers for markets ; $ is scarce

• Downfall of cities; population shifts from urban 
areas

• Tribal, Germanic societies dominate-diff. social 
values and practices

• Decline of learning : Germanic tribes couldn’t 
read or write.  Church maintained literacy

• Loss of a common language : Latin changed; local 
vernaculars with German elements develop



Charlemagne (r.768-814)
• United most of Western Europe under Frankish rule: Charles’ father 

and grandfather  made themselves effective rulers by partnering with 

the popes & creating a loyal band of vassi dominici (vassals of the 

lord) who got land if they promised to be loyal

• War: fought to unite all German tribes into one state; also fought 

Muslims in Spain (that became the topic of the great medieval epic 

poem The Song of Roland)



Government

• Government: hierarchy of landholders who were 

responsible for maintaining ‘his’ peace and for obedience 

and military service to him.  They got ‘land’ for loyalty.  

The hierarchy -the bigger & better land the better the title: 

Duke, Count, margrave and so on down

• Sent his missi dominici (messengers of the lord) around to 

supervise the counts, etc.

• Laws (capitularies) that combined German (trial by ordeal, 

wergild [man-price]--each type of person has a monetary 

value; each injury has a monetary value e.g.) and Christian

values ( ‘every man should seek to serve God and walk in 

…His precepts’)



Coronation in 800

• Restored Pope Leo to his office in Rome and Leo 
crowned Charlemagne ‘the Augustus…emperor of 
the Romans’

• So the ‘west’ has its emperor--there is still a 
Byzantine Emperor…
– Does this bring Byzantium and the West closer 

together?

– Does this extend Frankish as opposed to some other 
influence in the West?

– Does this make the Pope more powerful than the man 
he crowned?

– Does this give whoever has the title Emperor in the 
West a special spiritual authority in the West?



Economic Life

• Despite efforts to build roads , etc. there was little 

trade, 

• little demand for money--only silver coins minted

• Trade only within the region itself--towns shrink 

further

• Landlords on estates used them as income not 

‘reinvesting’ in development since income was 

needed to provide the required military service



Cultural Life

• Charlemagne established centers of learning -

scriptoria --where books were copied

– Accurate copies of the Vulgate and classical texts

• Carolingian miniscule-- very legible script was 

developed (uses capital and small letters)

• The chapel-monastery-palace at Aachen was an 

adapted Byzantine style with mosaics and columns 

imported…



Scripts: which is the more legible 

miniscule?



Collapse -- larger forces

• A generation (20 yrs) after Charlemagne died the 
empire was only a memory (ok--an important 
memory…)Where was the glue to hold things 
together??
– Few ties that bound the empire together--little trade, 

few people, shaky loyalties, weak and unskillful 
successors--Chales the Bald, Charles the Fat, Charles 
the Simple…etc.)

– Warfare among descendents

– Viking invasions; Magyar invasions

• Was Charlemagne’s empire a ‘miracle’ given the 
times?  Why was the memory so powerful?



The Feudal Society



The objective is for you to be 

able to address the following 

question:
How did feudalism and the manor 

provide order and political-economic 

structure in Europe?



Defining the Feudal Relationship

(a lord and a vassal)

• A contract for services and 
protection—political 
authority as a privately 
owned commodity

• A vassal pledges never to do 
damage to his lord or his lord’s 
interests. He also pledged to 
perform certain services, usually 
military service & appearance at 
the lord’s court. ‘give aid and 
counsel’

• In return, the lord provided 
protection – physical, legal, & 
political – and gave the vassal 
something of value (fief)to use for 
economic support.



History of Feudalism

• In Europe: Roman  roots � when the empire was 
crumbling, nobles in the provinces acquired lands 
in order to help in the defense of the territory (land 
grants as incentive).

• In Europe: Germanic roots � individual warriors 
swore oaths to a chief & the chief provided them 
with weapons, food, a home.

• We first see ‘feudal’ relationships during the Zhou 
dynasty in China.  Later it also appears in Japan 
and West Africa. Did these cultures ‘learn’
feudalism from one another or was there 
explanation for ‘feudalism’ appearing in several 
cultures/civilizations?  



Review question :

why does 

feudalism become 

the method/means 

of government in 

the early Middle 

Ages?



The Manor – the economic side of feudalism

• Feudalism was very 

localized, everything was 

found within or 

immediately surrounding 

the lord’s estate, or manor.

• Large-scale regional, 

inter-regional or 

international trade didn’t 

occur (why?)

• A self-sufficient society



The manor system continued…

• On a manor there was 
a village, church, 
lord’s house or castle, 
and the farmland, 
perhaps a mill & 
blacksmith.

• The 3 field system was 
used for agriculture.

• No money exchanged, 
just services & crops.



The peasants (serfs / villeins)

• Peasants given land to farm in 
exchange for services � they 
had to provide the food for the 
estate and labor for the lord’s 
projects. Also had to work some 
days for the church or on the 
church land. 

• Very few rights.  “Tied to the 
land”. Needed permission 
before they could marry.  No 
social mobility.



Introducing CHIVALRY…



Chivalry

• A complex set of ideas that evolve by 1100.

• The knight has 3 masters(display courage and 
loyalty to them)
– Earthly lord

– Heavenly lord

– Chosen lady

• Duty to also protect the weak and poor

• REALITY CHECK: most knights failed to meet 
these high standards (they were often harsh & 
cruel to the lower classes, abusive of their power)



Literature of Chivalry
• Medieval lit. tries to 

downplay the “ugly 
side” of a knight’s & 
feudal life.

• EPIC POETRY –
recounts the tales of 
heroes (Charlemagne, 
King Arthur)

• Love songs & Poems 
told by 
TROUBADOURS

• Rules of Courtly love





Review Question : How did the practice 

of chivalry attempt to “modify” the 

essentially brutal warrior culture of 

feudalism?



Is chivalry 

alive today?



Women in Feudal Society

• Mostly powerless, as 

many men were as 

well.

• Women more 

powerless as the 

Church helps to 

endorse the idea of 

female inferiority and 

sinfulness. (Eve)



Women’s role differ among 

classes:  nobility vs. peasant life
• Some could inherit estate 

from husband…but most 

land passed on to sons.

• Runs estate when husband 

is gone, this could mean 

defending castle & acting 

as military leader.

• Most often confined to 

home or convent.

• Could have private tutors.

• Life for the peasant hasn’t 
changed over time.

• Dual role : work in the 
fields alongside husband, 
plus carry out family 
duties as mother.

• Their work was essential 
for the survival of a 
peasant household.

• Girls educated in skills by 
mother.



Review Question : Were the 

Middle Ages a “good era” for 

European women?


